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By DIANNA DILWORT H

Consumers are cautiously beginning to shop for fashion and accessories online again after coronavirus shutdowns
sent sales tumbling during the first few weeks of March.

Sales revenue for fashion, apparel and accessories ecommerce sales dropped 30 percent from March 1 to March
20, according to a new report from Nosto Solutions. The report looked at ecommerce fashion revenue March 1-25
and compared these sales against the same period in 2019, finding that year-ago sales were only down 3 percent.

"For us, the key takeaway from the report is  that shoppers, who still have spending power in the current situation,
seem to be going back to shopping as usual," said Jake Chatt, head of brand marketing at Nosto Solutions Inc., New
York.

"The immediate dip in key metrics was most likely a result of quickly shifting societal norms that led to people
simply prioritizing things above making purchases," he said.

"Now that a new normal has begun to set in, shoppers seem to be going back to shopping, but they're just doing it
more and more online now instead of in stores."
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Geographic divisions
Globally, total sales started dropping significantly around March 7, with a big dip after March 12 when U.S. sports
leagues started suspending their seasons, the report revealed.

March 20 was the worst day for global sales, according to the report. Online sales revenues were down 27 percent in
the U.S. compared to the same day in 2019. Revenues were down 3 percent in Germany, 25 percent in Sweden and
29 percent in the U.K.

France was hit the hardest with a 41 percent drop off in revenues on March 20.

"France, seemingly, took a stronger federal stance on shutting things down and keeping people indoors in the early
days, so it could be a result of stricter federal regulations," Mr. Chatt said.

"It could also be a cultural thing that more French shoppers stopped shopping in the initial days purely due to de-
prioritizing it so much," he said.

"Of course, it could also have been a result of French retailers not implementing rebound tactics, such as discounts
and deals, as quickly as other markets."

Cautious rebound
While March sales in 2019 took a hit compared to last year, the numbers already appear to be going back up. Sales,
number of orders and even average order value began to increase on the final days of the report.

Still, it could be a while before revenues for fashion and accessories return to normal.

"I think a lot of people when talking about a lot of different things are saying when things are back to normal that
version of normal won't be the same as pre-coronavirus normal," Mr. Chatt said.

"The data says that we could very much be in the upswing of sales, getting back to a place they once were," he said.
"That said, many smaller ecommerce operations have not and will not survive the fallout of the outbreak."

It is  also too early to tell how economic impacts such as the downturn and a potential recession will have on
consumer spending on fashion.

"We also have yet to really see the economic impact the shutdowns are going to have in the long run," Mr. Chatt said.
"If history has taught us anything, it's  that times of economic hardship are not times of a lot of spending for the
majority of consumers.

"So, with a possibly much weaker market and a more competitive ecommerce landscape, it would be naive to say
things will be like they were before," he said.

"Shoppers are going back to shopping right now, though, and they are doing so online. So, in the long run, fashion
ecommerce sales will return, but it's  hard to give that a timeline."
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Marketing seems to be the most effective way for fashion companies to return to 2019 levels.

The report found that by the end of the month, conversion rates were only down a couple of percentage points from
last year.

Luxury brands that continue to be in front of their customers may see high conversions than those that drop out of
touch.

"Ways we've been seeing brands connect with their customers is by shifting their messaging and strategy to align
with what's going on in the world," Mr. Chatt said.

"Having real-time updates on stock availability or current shipping times can help shoppers feel informed when
everything seems so uncertain," he said.

"Highlighting or showcasing products and collections that are more relevant to peoples' new at-home lifestyles can
alleviate the stress of trying to find new items that they didn't think they'd be looking for two weeks ago."
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